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ABSTRACT
LaMnO3+δ is a complex oxide, which, depending on the oxygen excess concentration, presents different crystalline structure and interesting
magnetic and electric properties such as colossal magnetoresistance, polaron dynamics, multiferroic behavior, and charge-orbital ordering.
This complexity requires different characterization techniques to draw a picture as complete as possible allowing a good understanding of
these phenomena. Here, we have used the perturbed angular correlation (PAC) technique to measure hyperfine interactions at La and Mn sites
of LaMnO3+δ(δ ∼0.15) using 140Ce and 111Cd at La sites as probe nuclei in order to investigate within an atomic scale the magnetic and electric
interactions in this compound. The results show that 111Cd nuclei occupy highly symmetric local sites in agreement with a rhombohedral
structure. The magnetic hyperfine field (Bhf ) measured with 111Cd at La sites is very small (Bhf = 0.40 T) due to the supertransferred magnetic
field from Mn neighbors through oxygen orbitals. On the other hand, 140Ce nuclei at La sites present a saturation field of around 3.7 T much
higher than that expected for La sites (due to the weak transfer field by superexchange mechanism). In addition, for temperature range above
the magnetic ordering (200-300 K) a dynamic hyperfine interaction was observed characterized by the attenuation parameter λ(T) whose
temperature dependence allowed to determine the activation energy (Ea) associated to charge transfer. The polarization of the 4f -electron of
Ce impurities affects the local magnetic field at impurity sites as well as the Ea.

© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5130429., s

I. INTRODUCTION

LaMnO3+δ exhibits a complex magnetic behavior such as the
colossal magnetoresistance and different magnetic ordering depend-
ing on the oxygen concentration given by δ parameter.1 The sto-
ichiometric compound LaMnO3 with only Mn+3 ion is a semi-
conductor at room temperature that, at the Néel temperature of
TN = 140 K, orders antiferromagnetically2 also presenting a cooper-
ative Jahn-Teller distortion of MnO6 octahedra, whereas the replace-
ment of La with alkaline-earth atoms such as Ca, as well as an excess
of oxygen in the sample (LaMnO3+δ with δ > 0), induces the co-
existence of Mn+3 and Mn+4 which reduces the Jahn-Teller distor-
tion increasing symmetry and favoring the ferromagnetic ordering.

LaMnO3+δ has been investigated by measuring hyperfine inter-
actions with different results and the characterization of the mag-
netic hyperfine field (MHF) at La and Mn sites is not well established

yet for the full range of possible δ values.3–7 Besides MHF, stud-
ies of hyperfine interactions in LaMnO3+δ have been carried out
also by measuring the electric field gradient (EFG) using the time
differential perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC) spectroscopy.6,8

Because it is a nuclear method, TDPAC has a high sensitivity to the
magnetic exchange interactions, local crystallographic variations,
and charge distributions around the lattice site where probe nuclei
are located and consequently can be used to detect the local mag-
netism, local symmetry changes as well as dynamic processes due to
charge movement or spin fluctuations.9

In this work we present a first TDPAC study of non-
stoichiometric lanthanum manganite LaMnO3.15 in the rhombo-
hedral phase with 111In(111Cd) covering the ranges of low and
high temperatures in order to get insight on the effects induced
by local structure deformations. The results are compared with
previous findings6,8 where Cd probe originated from 111mCd,
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aiming to understand the correlation between the properties of
introduced impurity and the behavior of impurity-compound com-
plex. Another probe used in this work to study LaMnO3.15 was
140La(140Ce) whose advantage is an almost absolute dominance of
magnetic interaction allowing an insight on exchange and dynamic
phenomena in LaMnO3+δ .

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The well-known sol-gel Pechini method based on metal citrate

polymerization with ethylene glycol with the thermal decomposition
of polymeric mixed-metal precursor gel was used to prepare poly-
crystalline samples of LaMnO3. High-purity metals, La (99.9%) and
Mn (99.98%) in stoichiometric quantities were dissolved separately
in concentrated HNO3 to obtain the nitrate solutions. To reduce the
higher valence of manganese ions, a few crystals of hydroxylamine
hydrochloride were added to the Mn(NO3)3 solution. The two solu-
tions were mixed together with few drops of ammonium hydrox-
ide added for neutralization. For chelation citric acid was added in
molar ratio of 2:1 to metal. Subsequently, ethylene glycol was added
to this solution to promote the formation of an organic ester. The
final mixture was then stirred magnetically at 373 K to provoke poly-
merization. Thus obtained homogeneous gel was heated slowly to
820 K and calcined for 30 h in air. The resulting powder was pressed
into pellet, sealed in an evacuated quartz tube and sintered at 1100 K
for 40 h.

After cooling to RT the pellet was divided into three parts.
The first part was characterized by X-ray diffraction, the second was
used for PAC measurements with 111In(111Cd) probe nuclei intro-
duced into samples by thermal diffusion. A small volume contain-
ing approximately 20μCi of carrier-free 111In in the form of indium
chloride solution was deposited on the surface of the sample. After
drying, the sample was sealed in an evacuated quartz tube and sin-
tered at 1123 K for 16 h. The third part of the pellet was subjected
to neutron irradiation in IEA-R1 research reactor (IPEN-CNEN) to
produce 140La activity by 139La(n, γ)140La reaction, since 139La iso-
tope is naturally present in the sample. TDPAC measurements were
carried out in the temperature ranges from 15 K to 300 K and from
13 K to 1100 K, respectively, for 140La(140Ce) and 111In(111Cd) probe
nuclei.

A. A brief description of TDPAC
The technique is based on the hyperfine interaction of the

nuclear moments of the probe and the extra nuclear magnetic field
and/or electric field gradient (EFG). PAC measurements yield the
spin-rotation spectra R(t) which is fitted by −A22∑

i
fiGi

22(t), a model

that takes into account the fractional site population of probe nuclei
f i and its respective approximate perturbation function Gi

22(t). A22
is the angular correlation coefficient, which, for 111In(111Cd) and
140La(140Ce) equals -0.18 and -0.09, respectively.10 For magnetic
hyperfine interactions, G22(t) = 0.2 + 0.4 ∑

n=1,2
cos(nωLt). Fitting

G22(t) experimental data one can extract ωL = μNgBhf /h̵, where
μN is the nuclear magnetron and g is the nuclear g-factor. Thus
the magnetic hyperfine field, Bhf , may be estimated. The perturba-
tion function for electric quadrupole interactions is given by G22(t)
= S20 + ∑

n=1,2,3
S2n cos(ωnt). The transition frequencies ωn, as well as

S2n coefficients, are the functions of the components of diagonalized
EFG tensor, Vkk. Assuming |Vxx| ⩽ |Vyy| ⩽ |Vzz|, ωn = eQgn(η)Vzz/h,
where eQ is the electric quadrupole moment of the probe nuclei
and η = (Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz is the asymmetry parameter. The broad-
ness of frequency distribution is parametrized with δω. For both
quadrupole electric and dipole magnetic static interaction models a
Lorentz broadening is assumed.

Spectra taken with 111Cd recorded at temperatures above 200 K
were fitted with a model considering two types of pure electric
quadrupole interaction characterized by different hyperfine parame-
ters. These parameters correspond to two types of distinct local envi-
ronments. At low temperatures (T ≤ 200 K) spectra were fitted with
combined electric quadrupole plus magnetic dipole interactions.

Since for 140Ce probe Q is small, one expects an almost pure
magnetic interaction at La site. Therefore, at temperatures below
200 K, the spectra measured with 140Ce were fitted with a model
considering pure magnetic dipole interactions with probe nuclei
occupying two types of sites with different spin densities. The only
exception is the spectrum taken at 13 K which was fitted with a single
magnetic dipole interaction.

Further details on TDPAC technique and the experimental
procedure may be found elsewhere.9,11,12

FIG. 1. Spin rotation spectra of LaMnO3.15 with 111Cd probe nuclei taken at indi-
cated temperatures. It is possible to observe a slight change in the spectra from
1100 K to 295 K and a stronger change in spectra at low temperatures due to the
increase in Vzz and η, and the appearance of Bhf (below 150 K) as temperature
decreases. Solid lines are the least squares fit of the theoretical functions to the
experimental data.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The X-ray diffraction pattern of polycrystalline LaMnO3+δ

sample taken at RT was analyzed using the Rietveld refinement
method. The analysis evidenced the formation the pseudo-cubic
crystal structure with space group R3̄c and lattice parameters
a = 5.4663(2)Å, α = 60.516(2)○. Impurity phases Mn3O4 and La2O3
were observed in minor concentrations. According to Bogush et al.13

and Töpfer et al.1 these values of a and α imply 0.12 < δ
< 0.16. This range could be narrowed to 0.14 < δ < 0.16 con-
sidering structural parameters, and local environments of La
and Mn in comparison with those found by Tagushi et al.14

Therefore, we consider the oxygen concentration in the samples
to be ∼0.15.

The spin rotation spectra R(t) taken at different temperatures
with 111Cd and 140Ce probe nuclei are displayed in Fig. 1 and
2 respectively. Evident is the change in spectra patterns at low
temperatures.

A. TDPAC results for 111In(111Cd) probe nuclei
The results for the temperature dependence of the hyper-

fine parameters obtained from the fit to the experimental TDPAC

FIG. 2. Spin rotation spectra of LaMnO3.15 with 140Ce probe nuclei taken at indi-
cated temperatures. It is clearly seen that the spectra from 200 K to 295 K present
a very different behavior from those at low temperatures due to the dynamic inter-
action and the magnetic dipole interaction, respectively. Solid lines are the least
squares fit of the theoretical functions to the experimental data.

spectra measured with 111In(111Cd) are shown in Fig. 3. Calcu-
lated values of Bhf corresponding to the major fraction are shown
in Fig. 4.

At RT, for the major fraction (f = 75%) of probes, V(1)zz

= 81.3(1) V/Å2, η(1) = 0.20 with narrow frequency distribution (δω
∼3.7%), whereas for the minor fraction V(2)zz = 86.3(1) V/Å2, η(2)

= 0.27, and δω ∼0.1%. These results for quadrupole intractions are
quite different from those reported for LaMnO3.12 with 111mCd as
probe nuclei.6,8 The major fraction of cited previous works, which is
assigned to an undistorted environment, presents a higher V(1)zz and
a somewhat smaller η(1), whereas for the minor fraction, ascribed to
a distorted environment, V(2)zz is smaller with a much higher η(2).
Such highly distorted environment was ascribed to the orthorhom-
bic structure, and wasn’t observed in our TDPAC measurements.
However, at high temperature, T ∼ 800 K, V(1)zz and η(1) are, respec-
tively, around 80 V/Å2 and 0.2 for 111mCd at the rhombohedral
phase in LaMnO3.12, as previously reported8 and are almost simi-
lar to our results measured at 800 K as can be seen in Fig. 3. Both
results indicate that the local structure for 111Cd in the rhombohe-
dral phase is temperature dependent, rather stronger for higher δ
with a noticeable relaxation at high temperatures (present work).

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the main EFG component (Vzz), asymmetry
parameter (η) and site fraction (f ) measured in LaMnO3.15 with 111Cd for probe
nuclei at site fraction 1 (blue spheres) and site fraction 2 (red spheres). Below
200 K (dashed region), due to the presence of combined electric quadrupole
plus magnetic dipole interactions, Vzz is almost constant for both fractions. Above
200 K, Vzz and η decrease and reach a minimum at 600 K indicating a slight
change in the local structure.
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetic hyperfine field (Bhf ) measured
with 140Ce (top) and 111Cd (bottom) in LaMnO3.15. The plot at the top indicates that
the polarization of Ce impurities has a strong influence on the unusual behavior of
Bhf vs. temperature.

The observed differences between the measurements with
111mCd reported by Lopes et al.6,8 and our results with 111Cd
are hypothesized to be due to the higher concentration of Mn4+

(δ > 0.12) in our samples. Another contribution to this discrep-
ancy may originate from the difference between the valence and
ionic radii of probe parents. Compared with La3+ (116 pm at higher
coordination number), the ionic radius of In3+ is ∼ 20% smaller,
whereas for Cd2+ this difference reaches only 5%. If structure relax-
ation around the probe throughout the decay is relatively slow, local
environments of Cd2+ originating from 111mCd and 111In would be
different. This assumption remains in accordance with the similarity
of the results at elevated temperatures that are expected to catalyze
structure rearrangement.

B. TDPAC results for 140La(140Ce) probe nuclei
The temperature dependence of Bhf determined from the Lar-

mor frequency of the major fraction obtained from the fit to TDPAC
spectra measured with 140Ce, including that at 13 K, is displayed in
Fig. 4.

The behavior of Bhf for 140Ce with temperature does not fol-
low the expected function similar to the magnetization due to Mn
atoms.1,15 Such an anomalous hyperfine field at 140Ce probe nuclei
has been observed for magnetic intermetallic compounds contain-
ing rare earth elements where the magnetism comes from Mn
atoms16–19 as well as in magnetic binary and ternary compounds

where the magnetic ion is the rare-earth element.19,20 These anoma-
lies have been attributed to the Ce 4f -electron contribution to
Bhf . In LaMnO3 the anomaly of the temperature dependence of
hyperfine field can be attributed to an interaction where f -electron
of the probe Ce atom is spin polarized by the magnetic field from
Mn sublattice and contributes to the effective hyperfine field result-
ing in an increase of Bhf below ∼100 K. The value of Bhf measured
with 111Cd at lowest temperature is very small, around 0.4 T indi-
cating that the spin density transfer from Mn to Cd at La sites
through the superexchange interactions is very small, probably due
to the unfavored angle in the Mn-O-Cd@La bonds. Therefore, the
contribution of f -electron of Ce is majoritarian for Bhf measured
with 140Ce.

Time-dependent interactions are expected due to charge fluctu-
ations3 and, correspondingly, the TDPAC spectra are characterized
by an exponential decay as observed in spectra taken at higher tem-
peratures as can be seen in Fig. 2. In the case of isotropic fluctuations,
if the correlation time, i.e. the time between two successive dynamic
interactions, is much smaller than the spin precession time of the
probe nuclei, then R(t) = e−λkt , where λk is the relaxation rate of
fluctuations. Spectra for T ≤ 200 K were fitted with this dynamic
interaction model. The dynamic interaction observed in TDPAC
spectra for 111mCd was ascribed to the slow diffusion of polarons due
to charge motion.8 The variation of the relaxation rate with temper-
ature is given by λk = λ0 exp[Ea/kBT], where the activation energy,
Ea, can be obtained from the linear fit of ln λk(1/T), as shown in
Fig. 5.

The calculated activation energy is around 0.2 eV which is
smaller than Ea ∼0.31 eV measured in LaMnO3.12 with 111mCd also at
La sites.8 The reduction in Ea indicates a faster movement of charges.
The presence of Jahn-Teller deformation (JTD) in LaMnO3+δ with
δ < ∼ 0.11 in the orthorhombic phase stabilizes the antiferromag-
netic ordering. With the increase of δ the JTD weakens until for
δ > 0.12, it disappears in the rhombohedral phase with a ferromag-
netic ordering.1,21 For δ > 0.13, the polaron regime gives place to fast

FIG. 5. The logarithm of relaxation rate obtained from the fit of R(t) spectra for
140Ce as a function of the inverse of temperature. The red straight line is the linear
fit to the experimental data, from which the activation energy Ea is determined.
The large values of λ correspond to fast relaxation.
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transfer of charges between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions probably through
ferromagnetic double exchange interactions.1 Our data, therefore,
shows that 140Ce probes are able to observe faster charge movement
than 111mCd reported by Lopes et al.8 or 111Cd (this work). This is
because of the time window for the measurement of the hyperfine
interactions of each probe nucleus which is proportional to the half-
life of the intermediate level of the excited state used for measure-
ments, 3.4 ns for 140Ce much smaller than 84.5 ns for 111mCd or
111Cd. The large values of λ observed in the dynamic hyperfine inter-
actions correspond to fast charge transfer between Mn3+ and Mn4+,
indicanting a metallic behavior. The smaller value of Ea measured
with 140Ce when compared to those for slow polaron diffusion8,22

is ascribed to the influence of the magnetic Ce atom on the charge
movement.

IV. SUMMARY
The evolution of spin and charge density distributions in

LaMnO3+δ with δ estimated to be around 0.15 were probed with
111In(111Cd) and 140La(140Ce) at La sites in a wide range of tem-
peratures. TDPAC spectra supported by XRD analysis indicated the
presence of a single rombohedral structure for the aforementioned
stoichiometry.

Generally, observed characteristics of local environment of
Cd@La agree well with the existing results. A slight discrepancy
between the electric hyperfine parameters obtained with 111In and
those previously reported for 111mCd probe parent was attributed to
charge density deviations induced by the higher number of cation
vacancies in our samples.

Results of the magnetic hyperfine field measured with 111Cd,
entirely due to the Mn ions, since Cd is a d closed-shell atom, show
a very weak field, consistent with the ferromagnetic ordering and
short Mn-O-Cd(@La) angle unfavoring the superexchange interac-
tion. Results from 140Ce at La sites show that the main contribution,
therefore, comes from the Ce 4f electron polarized by the neigh-
boring Mn spins. Interestingly, a fast dynamic interaction could be
observed by 140Ce in a range of temperatures from 200 K to 295 K
and the activation energy for this charge movement could be deter-
mined indicating a possible transition between the polaron regime
and the fast regime.

Therefore, TDPAC results show that for LaMnO3.15 in the
rhombohedral phase local structure around 111Cd probe nuclei at
La sites experience relaxation from a slight distorted to a more
symmetric environment with a very small Bhf below 200 K. Addi-
tionally, hyperfine interactions at 140Ce probes also at La sites are
strongly influenced by the 4f electron polarization of Ce impurities
that affects Bhf as well as the activation energy Ea.
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